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Continuing the New York Times bestselling series,
Jessica Day George brings readers on another
magical adventure in Castle Glower.
Each page contains pieces which children can cutout and glue to create a medieval village complete
with an inn, medieval houses and a village fair, as
well as the inhabitants including the Lord of the
Manor, innkeeper and pedlars.
-- Requires only glue, scissors and a craft knife -Most historical titles compatible with OO/HO scale to
complement figures bought from model shops -Fantasy models include moving parts and "seeinside" sections -- Each model includes full-color
buildings, people and baseboard -- Baseboards of
the 12th century village, town, castle and cathedral
fit together to form one large medieval setting
A journey through a land where Milo learns the
importance of words and numbers provides a cure
for his boredom.
Howl's moving castle - Eldest of three sisters, in a
land where it is considered to be a misfortune,
Sophie is resigned to her fate as a hat shop
apprentice until a witch turns her into an old woman
and she finds herself in the castle of the greatly
feared Wizard Howl. Castle in the air - Having long
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indulged himself in daydreams more exciting than
his mundane life as a carpet merchant, Abdullah
unexpectedly purchases a magic carpet and his life
changes dramatically as his daydreams come true
and
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out
what inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz:
The Great and Powerful
A tube of glue, scissors, and a craft knife are all you
need to transform this book into an American fort.
The finished model shows the daily life in a fort, from
the wagons arriving with new settlers to the
encamped Native Americans outside the walls.'
Using only glue, scissors or a craft knife, this book
demonstrates how to make a historically-accurate model of a
wizard's castle. In addition there are cut-out characters to add
to the lively scenes.
For young fans of wizardry everywhere, this exciting series of
six books will follow the adventures of the wizard apprentice
as he takes on the forces of darkness and learns more about
his growing powers. Ages 8+.
Charmain Baker is in over her head. Looking after GreatUncle William's tiny cottage while he's ill should have been
easy. But Great-Uncle William is better known as the Royal
Wizard Norland, and his house bends space and time. Its
single door leads to any number of places—the bedrooms, the
kitchen, the caves under the mountains, the past, and the
Royal Mansion, to name just a few. By opening that door,
Charmain has become responsible for not only the house, but
for an extremely magical stray dog, a muddled young
apprentice wizard, and a box of the king's most treasured
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documents. She has encountered a terrifying beast called a
lubbock, irritated a clan of small blue creatures, and wound
up smack in the middle of an urgent search. The king and his
daughter are desperate to find the lost, fabled Elfgift—so
desperate that they've even called in an intimidating
sorceress named Sophie to help. And where Sophie is, can
the Wizard Howl and fire demon Calcifer be far behind? Of
course, with that magical family involved, there's bound to be
chaos—and unexpected revelations. No one will be more
surprised than Charmain by what Howl and Sophie discover.
Make this Model Wizard's CastleE.D.C. Publishing
A magical moving castle sky-high with secrets! Everyone
knows Castle Glower only really comes to life on a Tuesday.
So when Princess Celie spies a new turret on a Wednesday,
she is certain something isn't right. Inside the tower is hidden
a giant egg, and it seems the castle wants Celie to look after
it! Caring for this extraordinary new pet is going to be very
tricky, especially once Celie and her siblings realise what else
the Castle is hiding . . . This New York Times bestseller and
egg-citing sequel to the enchanting adventure Tuesdays at
the Castle is out of this world!
Thursday brings even more adventure in the third book of this
delightful New York Times bestselling series from Jessica
Day George. Castle Glower has been acting weird, so it's no
surprise when two towers transport Celie and her siblings to
an unknown land. When they realize that no one from home
is coming to get them, the kids--along with Celie's pet griffin
Rufus--set out through the forest to figure out where they are
and what's happened to their beloved Castle. Instead, they
discover two wizards and an entire lost people, the oldest
inhabitants of Castle Glower. And it seems they may know
more of the Castle's secrets than Celie. But do they know
how to get her back home? Don't miss these other stories
from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George:
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The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the
Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle Wednesdays in the
Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards
Saturdays at Sea Dragon Slippers series Dragon Slippers
Dragon Flight Dragon Spear The Twelve Dancing Princesses
series Princess of the Midnight Ball Princess of Glass
Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow
Silver in the Blood
This book contains templates to cut out and construct a
model of the Parthenon in Athens. The completed model is
30cm x 47cm square, and includes a lifting roof to reveal the
interior and opening doors to reveal a giant statue of the
Goddess Athena. Decorated with friezes and carvings
showing scenes from mythology. Includes cut-out models of
characters including worshippers and priests.
Tal tries to steal a sunstone, but during his act of thievery is
thrown off the Castle of Seven Towers by a powerful
Spiritshadow Keeper. He falls down to the iceworld below,
where he is captured by Icecarls. To save his life, he must
team up with Milla - a Shield-Maiden in training - and offer his
aid to the nomads.
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is
H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that
kids, parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no
place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the
Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is
loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing
big trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal have to protect their town,
but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangelybehaving parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids stop
Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and
stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation.
Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads,
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moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when
sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how
to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.
When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal
West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the
dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the
resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in
a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher
description.
Originally published in 1968, Ursula K. Le Guin’s A Wizard of
Earthsea marks the first of the six now beloved Earthsea
titles. Ged was the greatest sorcerer in Earthsea, but in his
youth he was the reckless Sparrowhawk. In his hunger for
power and knowledge, he tampered with long-held secrets
and loosed a terrible shadow upon the world. This is the
tumultuous tale of his testing, how he mastered the mighty
words of power, tamed an ancient dragon, and crossed
death's threshold to restore the balance. This ebook includes
a sample chapter of THE TOMBS OF ATUAN.
An unearthly adversary descends on an idyllic fantasy world,
corrupting magic against good and slaughtering innocents,
and only a single man can stop him.
Serving a wizard who has transformed innumerable victims
into monsters and other cursed forms and then imprisoned
them in his castle, housekeeper Nessy faces a disastrous
uprising when the wizard suddenly dies, leaving his victims to
overwhelm everything in their paths. Original. 30,000 first
printing.
-- Require only glue, scissors and a craft knife -- Most
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historical titles compatible with OO/HO scale to complement
figures bought from model shops -- Fantasy models include
moving parts and "see-inside" sections -- Each model
includes full-color buildings, people and baseboard

After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy
must seek out the great Wizard in order to return to
Kansas.
-- A simple tube of glue and a pair of scissors transform
this book into a fantastic model of a wizard's mountaintop castle. -- Crammed with exciting details, from the
dark dragon's lair and secret towers, to the many fantasy
cut-out figures!
A young boy falls asleep and dreams he is in a castle in
the sky where he dreams again and encounters magical
creatures that are both friend and foe. He will have to
use his wits to navigate the unforeseen situations using
only his trusty staff, magical friend, and other friendly
creatures.
Gives the twenty-two secrets for becoming a Wizard,
including how to make a wand, read an oracle, and
achieve member status in the Wizards' Guild.
Sophie has the great misfortune of being the eldest of
three daughters, destined to fail miserably should she
ever leave home to seek her fate. But when she
unwittingly attracts the ire of the Witch of the Waste,
Sophie finds herself under a horrid spell that transforms
her into an old lady. Her only chance at breaking it lies in
the ever-moving castle in the hills: the Wizard Howl's
castle. To untangle the enchantment, Sophie must
handle the heartless Howl, strike a bargain with a fire
demon, and meet the Witch of the Waste head-on. Along
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the way, she discovers that there's far more to Howl—and
herself—than first meets the eye.
Ten-year-old William receives a wooden model of a
medieval castle as a gift. It has everything he could
possibly want, right down to a miniature drawbridge, a
portcullis and a silver knight. In this enthralling story that
weaves the everyday problems of growing up with magic
and fantasy, the castle introduces William to an
adventure involving magic, a ferocious dragon, a wicked
wizard, and his own personal quest, where courage will
finally triumph over fear.
Abdullah was a young and not very prosperous carpet
dealer. His father, who had been disappointed in him,
had left him only enough money to open a modest booth
in the Bazaar. When he was not selling carpets, Abdullah
spent his time daydreaming. In his dreams he was not
the son of his father, but the long-lost son of a prince.
There was also a princess who had been betrothed to
him at birth. He was content with his life and his
daydreams until, one day, a stranger sold him a magic
carpet. In this stunning sequel to Howl's Moving Castle,
Diana Wynne Jones has again created a large-scale,
fast-paced fantasy in which people and things are never
quite what they seem. There are good and bad djinns, a
genie in a bottle, wizards, witches, cats and dogs (but
are they cats and dogs?), and a mysterious floating
castle filled with kidnapped princesses, as well as two
puzzling prophecies. The story speeds along with
tantalizing twists and turns until the prophecies are
fulfilled, true identities are revealed, and all is resolved in
a totally satisfying, breathtaking, surprise-filled ending.
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Printed on stiff card, this book contains templates to cut
out and construct a spooky model of a haunted house
crammed with spine-tingling details. the completed
model is 26cm high and 45cm square, and includes
doors and windows that open and tabs to turn to reveal
lurking phantoms. Includes cut-out models of characters
including ghosts, witches and bats.
Inside there be hints, tips and tricks on how to make your
web pages look nice, work better and load faster, as well
as warnings of traps to avoid.
An io9 Can't Miss Science Fiction and Fantasy title in
March 2014. Martin Banks is just a normal guy who has
made an abnormal discovery: he can manipulate reality,
thanks to reality being nothing more than a computer
program. With every use of this ability, though, Martin
finds his little "tweaks" have not escaped notice. Rather
than face prosecution, he decides instead to travel back
in time to the Middle Ages and pose as a wizard. What
could possibly go wrong? An American hacker in King
Arthur's court, Martin must now train to become a fullfledged master of his powers, discover the truth behind
the ancient wizard Merlin...and not, y'know, die or
anything.
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